
PopUp Hospital™ in a box
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Emergency situations require optimal 
hygiene, reliability and flexibility
The PopUp Hospital™ was created due to the need for temporary and safe patient environ ments 
that emerged during the pandemic. A global request that led to rapid product development.  
Logistics is easier due to the fact the PopUp Hospital box contains all parts and is self explanatory 
for a quick and easy setup. It is suitable for all types of emergencies, but also for other situations 
where the need for privacy arises, for example at airports, arenas and other public spaces.

EasyClick™ for quick assembly
Begin with the start pole. EasyClick allows the panels to be easily attached and com-
bined. No tools needed. Thanks to the new EasyClick three-point connector, you can 
connect up to three additional panels and build in four different directions. You can 
also build very long walls. PopUp Hospital can be combined with the Silentia folding 
screen to meet privacy needs. The wheels are easy to remove, clean and reinstall.  
All panel walls have wheels making the entire PopUp Hospital easy to move.

EasyClean™ on the spot
All parts are easy to clean directly on site. The smooth, solid surfaces are quickly  
and efficiently wiped clean. PopUp Hospital can be showered and withstand all 
disinfectants used in health care settings, which minimizes the risk of infection.  
The Daylight panels let in more light, are very durable and have the same robust 
materials used in aircraft windows and safety helmets. 

Easy access for safe care
The wheelbase can be rotated 90° for increased stability or extra floor space.  
The wheels automatically lock in two different positions, across or parallel with  
the screen. But they also automatically change position if you bump into them. 
Maximum stability with maximum safety. The wheel suspension compensates  
for uneven floors so the entire section is safe and stable. All sections can be  
moved if needed.

Easy storage always
Easy to pack and unpack quickly. Each box contains 16 screens, 1 start pole and  
17 wheels. While the PopUp Hospital is in use the box’s plywood packaging can  
be stacked on the pallet. So, it is both easy and space-efficient to store entire  
PopUp Hospitals. The box and pallet are stackable and can be stored for long  
periods of time. 

Customized for you
PopUp Hospital can be combined with the Silentia folding screen. We customize 
solutions to your wishes and are open to discussions. The boxes can be adjusted 
in terms of height, width, color and print. Please let us know if you have special 
requirements. 

Patent pending
Design protection



Silentia PopUp Hospital™

Start pole and panel wall. PopUp Hospital is a  

robust modular privacy screen solution. The Daylight 

opaque frosted panels let the light shine through. 

Begin with the start pole, attach the panel wall and 

build in any four directions.

All you need in a box. Easy to pack and unpack. 

Everything is included. The plywood packaging  

can be stacked on the pallet for smart and space-

saving storage.

A robust box. The Clip-Lok™ transport box is 

durable and reusable. The detachable spring steel 

clips build a firm plywood box and allow for quick 

assembling and disassembling without the use of 

tools. Delivered on an extended EU pallet. The box 

and pallet are stackable when in storage.

One PopUp box = 4 hospital rooms or 7 vaccination booths.  
A box holds 1 start pole, 16 panel walls and wheels. Everything 

needed to quickly set up a variety of solutions. No tools or 

extra accessories needed.

Easy and quick to set up. One person can build 

4 rooms in less than 30 minutes. Without the use 

of tools. The panel wall weighs only 8 kg / 17,5 lbs.

1,85 m / 6'

1,20 m / 3'11"

Start pole

1,44 m / 4'9"

0,8 m / 2'7"

1,77 m / 5'9"

265 kg / 585 lbs



Field hospital
When speed and flexibility are crucial. PopUp Hospital 
is a quick and easy way to set up temporary medical 
units in different areas. Can be built and combined in 
different ways. The example shows 8 rooms.

A versatile and flexible system that quickly adapts to any emergency

Two PopUps

Vaccination booths
Ensure patient privacy and infection control through 
effective vaccination booths that are adapted to 
your needs. The two-sided solution (two PopUps) 
provides 20 vaccination booths.

A. Two PopUps B. One PopUp

Start pole

A

B



A versatile and flexible system that quickly adapts to any emergency

Full capacity hospital
Divide a large room or enclosed space into smaller modular rooms. 
For use by emergency/pandemic response teams, military field 
hospitals, international assistance organizations etc. 

Six PopUps

Silentia PopUp Hospital

 Privacy with folding screens
PopUp Hospital can be combined 
with Silentia’s folding screens.

18 folding screens fill one box

 Panel wall door 
Panel walls can even work as 
doors for more privacy.

 Panel folding wall 
The EasyClick three point 
connector helps you to create 
larger folding walls.



Silentia is a Swedish company founded in 1989. Today we are a global 
and innovative company with extensive experience of hygienic patient 
privacy solutions in health care settings. Dedicated local and regional 
Silentia reps mean your team has ongoing expertise to support you.

A proven  
track record

Silentia AB, Box 108, SE-311 22 Falkenberg, Sweden 

Tel. +46 (0)346-485 80, Fax +46 (0)346-485 89  

info@silentia.se, www.silentiascreen.com
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